
Introduction 
 
The number of ribosomes depends on the growth velocity of the cells and it oscillates               
between 5,000 and 50,000 copies per cell (Raisman, 2013). Looking at the Chain             
Elongation, chains are likely to be single-RNA molecules in RNA transcription. The observed             
elongation rate is not uniform, with a peak rate of ≈40 nm/sec as well as a period of apparent                   
transcriptional halting that lasts ≈10 sec. The average rate of ≈15 nm/sec.(Golding, I & Cox,               
E.; 2004). The rate of reproduction of E. coli in optimum conditions is seen in the tables                 
below taken from Marr A.G (1991). In the graph we can see that E. coli`s growth is                 
exponential and ideal at 37oC 

 

 
 
The TBG molecule has a single iodothyronine binding site. Optimal binding activity requires             
the presence of the L-alanine side chain, an unsubstituted 4′-hydroxyl group, a diphenyl             
ether bridge, and halogen (I or Br) constituents at the 3,5,3′ and 5′ positions. Compared to                
L-T4, rT3 binds to TBG with ~40% higher affinity, D-T4 with half that of the L-isomer and                 



tetraiodothyroacetic acid with ~25%. The protein loses its hormone binding properties by            
denaturation at temperatures above 55°C and pH below 4. The half-life of denaturation at              
60°C is approximately 7 min. Denatured TBG does not bind iodothyronines. Further            
information about the protein can be found in the table below from (Krass et. al., 2007) 

 
 
 
 
Our Mathematical Model 
 
It is first important to note that for the numerical information that came as a range, ie. 1-5, we 
used the middle value, ie. 3. For the mathematical model we had to research the information 
regarding the translation for mRNA to protein and use it as the rate determining step to 
incorporate it to the formula. According to the Harvard Bionumbers (2008) database, the rate 
is between 12 and 21 for mRNA so we took it as 16.5 amino acids per second per ribosome. 
Then, we used the value for the ribosomes per bacteria, which according to Raisman J. 
(2013) is between 5,000 and 55,000 ribosomes, so we used 30,000 as the value. Then we 
multiplied the rate times the ribosomes per bacteria to get the amino acids per bacteria per 
second and divided that by the total amino acids in our protein to get the proteins per 
bacteria per second. We investigated that the bacteria took 30 minutes to double the 
population, so made that into a rate to calculate the bacterial population growth as  

where IB is the initial bacterial population and t is the time in seconds. ByB(2 )I +31
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multiplying that times the rate of proteins per bacteria per second we got the rate of protein 
increase, so by integrating that we got the equation for the number of proteins per second. 
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that integrates to  (({ IB 225 (2^[(t )} / [Ln (2)] ) +IB). That is the192.771 800) ]÷ 1 + 3  
mathematical equation. We made a graph with that formula but made it by hour instead of 
seconds because the slope with seconds was very hard to read. 
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